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Introduction la the present paper we investigate properties of solutions of mixed problem for some non-linear hyperbolic equations with non-linear boundary conditions with n space variables. In the related paper [8] 1. Notations and statement of the problem In the present paper functions are denoted in general by minuscules and constants are denoted by capitals, symbol := denotes "by definition". Let R = (-00,00), R + = (0, <*>), 5 = < 0, oo) ( Q is the closure of a bounded domain, the boundary of which is a piecewise smooth surface r, Q C R n .
We consider functions u : Í2 * R -R; h^, b-2 , r, p : £2. --R; s,f : R-R and operators k,l j C 2 ( Í2 x R + ) --C° (Q * R + ).
K [u] , 1 [u] (they are functions of class C°( Q * R + )y are values of operators k,l for che function u e C 2 (S?x R ) and k [uj(x,t) t 1 [u] (x,t) -ore their values at the point (x,tj. We use the well-known operations grad, div restricted to the set Q , e.g. for x = (x^, ...,x Q )e Q we have
where u= u(x,t), x e £3 , t € R + .
In the present paper we investigate properties of solutions of the equation
with initial conditions
and "boundary condition
where X-L is the normal derive.
1-''ve in R n . on lr The "boundary condition (BC) in problems of vibrations of membranes, plates etc, describes an elastic fixation with elasticity characteristics given by function f.
We suppose that there exists a classical solution u of the problem (1), (IC), (BC), defined on Q t R + . There are many papers dealing with existence of solutions of non-linear problems, e.g. J.Liens In order to define boundeaness, exponential convergence to zero, stability and asymptotic stability of solutions of problem (1) 
t-m
In the present paper we shall give conditions sufficient for H^ -boundedness, li^ -exponential convergence, H^ -stability and H^ -asymptotic stability of solutions of problem (1), (IC), (BC).
Let the functions describing problem (1), (IC),(BC) satisfy the conditions u e C 2 (a * R + ) , re C°(£> ), g 6 C°(R),
2 1
h 2 e C (O), p 1t h 1 6 c'(Q), f e c'(R).
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We make the following assumptions: A1. There exist constants K^, IL^ e R+ such that for every u e C 2 (QX R+) the inequalities
axe satisfied. A2. There exists a constant L e R+ such that for every u € C 2 (Q* R ) we have
A?. For every x e Q we have r(x) > 0. A4. There exists a constant P^ 6 R+ such that for every x e Q we have p(x) ^P^.
A5-For every v e R the inequalities
A6. There exists a constant e R+ such that for every v fe R we have inequalities
o V/e suppose also that the following compatibility condition is satisfied
From A5, in virtue of continuity of g, it follov/s that g(0) = 0. Assumption A5 is satisfied e.g. for an increasing function g. Indeed, by the mean value theorem, there exists Q 6 (0^1) such that J*g(w)dw = g(Qv)v. For v > 0 we have « ©v e (0,v) and since g is increasing, g(8v) < g(v), hence
Analogous o remarks concern the function f.
In the further considerations we make the essential use of Friedrichs' inequality (cf.
<1 which is true for functions v £ C (o) and the constant C 6 R+ depends only on £?, and of the inequality which holds for every A,B € R and 66 R+.
In the sequel we use the following formulae:
where v e C 1 (£), G 2 (i2).
2. Boundedness of solutions of the non-homogeneous equation Theorem 1. If the assumptions A1 -A6 are satisfied then a solution u of the problem (1), (IC), (BC) is H^ --bounded.
Proof. Let u be an arbitrary solution of (1) with conditions (IC) and (BC). Let the Lapunov function for this solution be of the form
r o where t e R + and c t R + .
In virtue of A6 and (4) we have for t e R + the inequality On putting in the inequality (5) i = N f A = Uj.Cx.t), B = u(x,t) and integrating with respect to x we obtain for t fc R + (13) ^"|u t (x f t)u(x f t)|dx<| J* u^(x,t)dx + u 2 (x,t)dx, and in virtue of inequality (10) The condition (12) implies that 0<£ N < 1 and 0<-^-L <1.
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The inequalities given above and the definition of Mg imply the inequality 1 < Mg < 2. Thus V(t) 2 § (t) for t eR + ,which, in virtue of (17), gives the estimation (18) 1L| # (t) ^ V(t) ^ 2#(t) .
In virtue of (2), the integrands in (9) are of the class C 1 with respect to t and of the class C° with respect to x. In virtue of (10), (26), (27) we have for t e H + (28) ^*u 2 (x,t)dz < ^Ir V(t).
Thus we may interchange integration and differentiation with respect to t. After differentiation of V(t) with respect to t we obtain for t e R + V(t) =
From (21) and (28) it follows that for t e R +
Prom the inequality given above and estimation (25) we obtain for t 6 E +
where
In virtue of estimation (30), from inequality (19) it follows for t e R + -V(t) > 4 Mj f (t) -^ Vv(t).
Using formula (18) we get 
Inequality (34) is equivalent to
A r 2M,t"i jft |v(t) e ^ J^O for t eR+. (39) l|tt(.,t)|| < ?e 5 for t fe R + .
Integrating both parts of this inequality from
We have also ||u(»»t)||<. 1 for t e R + , because t e I + and M 3 6 R + > whioh implies the H^-stability of the zero solution. From estimation (39) it follows that the zero solution is H^-asymptotically stable, too. Proof of Theorem 3 is completed. Remark 3. Results achieved in the present paper oover also linear oases f(v) = F^v, g(v) a G^v where F^, G^e R + , -407 -
